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IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (S),   

                  SONITPUR, TEZPUR 

            G.R. CASE No. 3244/2015 

                                  U/S 279/304(A) IPC 

              State 

                                             Vs 

         Abdul Malek                                      ……..…Accused 

  

PRESENT: Sri B. Acharyya, LL.M., A.J.S. 

                  Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), Sonitpur, Tezpur 

Appearances: 

For the Prosecution:           Sri R. Goswami, Ld. APP.  

For the Defence:               Sri Dulal Borah Ld. Adv. 

Offence Explained on:          19.01.2018 

 

Date of Evidences:          10.08.2018, 20.03.2019 & 15.05.2019 

Date of Argument:          29.05.2019 

Date of Judgment:          07.06.2019 

                          J U D G M E N T 

1.  The Prosecution case in brief is that one Jonaki Munda has filed an FIR on 01.12.2015 

stating that on 28.11.2015 at about 8:30 P.M., when the husband of the informant 

was returning to his house from Sirajuli Centre, then one vehicle (truck) bearing 

registration number “AS-12 E-6598” coming from opposite direction hit him as a result 

of which he fell down and sustained injuries and his bicycle also get damaged. 

Thereafter the victim has taken to Dhekiajuli Civil hospital and from there victim was 

referred to Tezpur Medical College and then Guwahati. Later on victim succumbed to 

his injuries. Hence this case was filed.  
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2.  The O.C Dhekiajuli P.S on receiving the FIR registered a case vide Dhekiajuli P.S Case 

No. 735/2015 u/s 279/304(A)/427 of the Indian Penal Code. After investigation, the 

I.O laid down the Charge sheet under Sections 279/304(A)/427 of the Indian Penal 

Code against accused person Abdul Malek for trial.  

 

3.  On appearance before the court, accused person was furnished with copies of 

relevant documents u/s 207 of the Cr.P.C. Upon perusal of the case record and on 

hearing the Learned Counsels for both sides, offences u/s 279/304(A) of Indian Penal 

Code was explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried. 

 

4.  The Prosecution examined 4 (four) witnesses including the informant of this case. 

Thereafter, Ld. APP has prayed to close the evidence of the prosecution and 

accordingly, prayer was allowed. 

 

5.  The examination of the accused u/s 313 of the Cr.P.C was dispensed with as there are 

no incriminating materials against him from the evidences of PWs. Defence denied 

adducing evidence. 

 

6.  Heard the arguments put forward by the learned counsel for the accused person and 

the learned APP for the State and also perused the evidences and materials on 

record.   

      POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

7.  The following Points have been taken up for determination and discussion in the case: 

 

1. Whether the accused person on 28.11.2015 at about 8:30 P.M while driving a 

vehicle (truck) bearing registration No “AS-12E-6598”, in a manner so rashly 

and negligently so as to endanger human life and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under Section 279 of the Indian Penal Code? 

 

2. Whether the accused person on the same date, time and place, had caused the 

death of Tapan Mura by doing an accident by driving the vehicle in rash and 

negligent manner which is not amounting to culpable homicide and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under Section 304(A) of the Indian Penal 

Code? 
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     DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF: 

8.  Informant Smt. Jonaki Munda as PW 1 had deposed that she does not know the 

accused person. At the time of incident she was at her house and her elder brother 

informed her that her husband met with an accident at Sirajuli which was 3-4 

Kilometers away from her house. Immediately she along with her paternal uncle and 

his son went to Dhekiajuli Civil hospital and then her husband was referred to TMC 

and from there he was taken to Guwahati and on the way her husband succumbed to 

his injuries. She further stated that the accident was caused by a Mini Truck and the 

accident took place due to the fault of the truck driver. She lodged the ezahar on the 

next day of the incident. Police did not interrogate her regarding the incident. Ext. 1 is 

the ezahar wherein Ext. 1(1) is her signature.  

 In her cross examination, PW 1 has stated that as she was at her house at the time 

of incident, she does not know how the accident took place and who caused the 

accident. She wrote the ezahar but she does not know the contents of the ezahar. 

She denied the fact that the accused did not commit any incident. 

9.  Dilip Orang as PW 2 had deposed that informant is his sister-in-law and he does not 

know the accused. At the time of incident he was at his house. When he went to the 

place of occurrence one person of Sirajuli told him that when the husband of the 

informant was coming on a bicycle, he was hit by a Tata Sumo from backside. He 

further stated that deceased was his nephew. After the accident husband of the 

informant was taken to Dhekiajuli Civil Hospital and then to Tezpur Medical College 

and Hospital and then he were referred to Guwahati but on his way to Guwahati, he 

died. Police did not interrogate him. 

 In his cross examination, PW 2 has stated that he had no personal knowledge as to 

how the accident took place and who drove the vehicle causing the accident as he 

was in his house at the time of incident. He only heard from other people about the 

accident. 

10.  Mantu Tasha as PW 3 had deposed that he knows the informant who is his relative. 

He does not know the accused person by name. On the day of occurrence at about 

5:00- 6:00 P.M., he was at his house when the accident took place at Sirajuli Centre. 

At that time Jitu Talukdar called him over phone and informed that son of the 

informant Tapan Munda met an accident at Sirajuli Centre. Then he reached the place 

of occurrence after about ½ (half) an hour and found the vehicle 407 which was 

standing nearby. He also saw the bicycle by which deceased was coming. Later on 

said bicycle was seized by the police. Thereafter he took the victim to Dhekiajuli 30 
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bedded Hospital and from there to Tezpur Medical College and Hospital. Later on at 

about 2:00 A.M at night victim as referred to Guwahati and they were taking the 

victim for Guwahati but victim succumbed to his injuries on the way at Mangaldoi. 

 In his cross examination, PW 3 has stated that he did not see the accident as he was 

at his house at that time. 

11.  M.O Dr. Arup Rajbongshi as PW 4 had deposed that he submitted Report of Post 

Mortem on 29.11.2015 of Dhekiajuli P.S GD Entry No. 860 dated 28.11.2015. He has 

done Post Mortem Examination on Tapan Munda aged 20 years; deceased was 

escorted by UBC 273 Ramesh Saikia. Findings are as below:- 

a. Bleeding from both ears present. Superficial abrasion was also present 

in face. 

b. Gross intra cranial present. 

In his opinion, the cause of death of victim was due to shock as a result of gross intra 

cranial hemorrhage. Ext. 2 is the Post Mortem wherein Ext. 2 (1) is his signature. 

In his cross examination, PW 4 has stated that he did not mention the time in the 

time column of Post mortem report and such kind of injury may be caused by falling 

from a tree.  

12.  Upon appreciation of the evidences of the informant and materials on record, it is 

seen that none of the PWs including the informant was present at the place of 

occurrence while the accident took place. Moreover, informant has clearly admitted 

he as she did not see the incident, she does not know whose fault had caused the 

accident, which in no way proves that accused has negligently caused the accident. 

Moreover, all the PWs are hearsay witnesses and none of them have directly 

implicated the accused. Moreover, there is confusion and doubt amongst PWs about 

the kind of vehicle which caused the alleged accident.  

13.  Hence it can be said that there is nothing in the evidences and materials on record 

which proves that accused had committed the accident and hence Prosecution has 

failed to prove the allegation against the accused person beyond reasonable doubt. In 

view of above discussion and considerations, it can be said that the alleged offences 

have not been established against the accused by the prosecution and hence he is 

entitled to be acquitted of the offences under Sections 279/304(A) of the Indian Penal 

Code and accordingly all the aforesaid Points for determination of this case are 

decided against the Prosecution and in favour of the accused.  
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                                            ORDER 

Hence I hold that accused Abdul Malek is not guilty of committing offences punishable 

under Sections 279/304(A) of the Indian Penal Code. Accordingly he is acquitted from 

the offences punishable under Sections 279/304(A) of the Indian Penal Code and is 

set at liberty forthwith. 

 

The bail bond of the accused shall stand cancelled and surety shall be discharged 

after the expiry of 6 (six) months period from today. 

 

The case stands disposed of on contest. 

 

The Judgment is delivered in the open Court in presence of the accused and his 

Advocate. The Judgment is given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 

07th day of June 2019. 

 

 

 

                                                                                     (B. Acharyya) 

                      SDJM(S), Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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                                              Appendix: 

Prosecution Witness: 

PW 1:   Jonaki Munda 

PW 2:  Dilip Orang 

PW 3:  Mantu Tasha 

PW 4:  Dr. Arup Rajbongshi 

 

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution:  

Ext. 1:          Ezahar 

Ext. 1(1): Signature of Informant 

Ext. 2:  Post Mortem Report 

Ext. 2(1): Signature of M.O 

 

Defence Witness: Nil 

Documents Exhibited by the defence: Nil    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                            (B. Acharyya) 

                                                            SDJM(S), Sonitpur, Tezpur 


